Squamous cell carcinoma of the oral cavity (OSCC) is the most relevant cancer for dental surgeons. OSCC is one of the 10 most common cancers in the world, with a late clinical detection, poor prognosis, therapeutic alternatives available are highly expensive and disfiguring [1], and today it does not have specific biomarkers (BM).

BM term refers to a broad subcategory of medical signs which can be measured accurately and reproducibly. BMs are quantifiable characteristics of biological processes [2]. Can be categorized as

i) pharmacodynamics (interaction between a drug and a target)
ii) prognostic (indicate the likely course of a disease) or
iii) predictive (patients who are likely to respond to a particular treatment) [3].

With the flourishing omics era, thousands of potential BMs have been identified and published, representing an increase of opportunities for improved diagnosis, develop more effective treatments and better cancer prognosis. Despite the auspicious omics, in 2011 it was estimated that more than 150 thousand manuscripts documenting equal or greater number of BMs, but to date less than 100 were validated in routine clinical practice [4]. Added to this, recently The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) showed that a large battery of genomics and proteomics data did not improve the prognosis potential of clinical variables in patients with different types of cancer [5].

Certainly, the potential BMs must travel a difficult road to collaborate with clinical and benefit our patients. The major limitations to solve are design failures, implementation and measurement instruments and poor sensitivity and specificity in validation field [3]. To this can be added the financial difficulty to conduct long-term studies and achieve the validation, production pressure towards research teams (short time results), basic and clinical science misunderstanding (lack of integration and pathophysiology systems).

To improve the biomarkers research quality the Early Detection Research Network (EDRN) of the National Cancer Institute in the US has study design guidance tools (http://edrn.nci.nih.gov/researchers/study-design-guidance-tools). According to these publications, for example, to identify saliva BMs in patients at risk or diagnosed with oral cancer (promising research area), biological specimens can be thawed only once and then discarded.

Under recent guidelines, the following steps are necessary for a BM candidate to reach the clinic:

i) analytical validation of the BM assay,
ii) clinical validation of the BM test,
iii) demonstration of clinical value from performance of the BM test, and
iv) regulatory approval [6].

What opportunities does the OSCC to emerging BMs?. OSCC detection is eminently visual with histopathological confirmation, but current evidence shows that this is not enough, justifying the need for BMs.

Figure 1 summarizes the OSCC "natural history". Oral mucosa exposed to a set of risk factors such as snuff,
alcohol, human papilloma virus, solar radiation (exposoma) and their interactions (interactome), generates aberrant keratinocyte with ecological advantages over the rest of the microenvironment. The increased chromosomal instability creates a field of susceptibility to malignancy, which can be represented by epithelial precursor lesions, which can evolve to basement membrane degradation and invasion. This natural history has windows for OSCC management and BMs origin.

**Figure 1.** Natural history of oral squamous cell carcinoma of the oral cavity (OSCC)
The natural history of OSCC allows the study of different phases in the malignancy progression. One opportunity is given by the etiologic field generation, influenced by risk factors and their interactions, which promotes a susceptibility state. The passage of this state to a canzerisable field gives another opportunity to study. Once the invasion was established, from oral cancer diagnosis may emerge prognostic and predictive BMs.

Some questions could or should be answered: What measurable characteristics are representative of an oral epithelium susceptible to OSCC? Is it possible to monitor the passage of a susceptibility state to canzerisable field? Is it possible to record biological processes before molecular aberrations? Are molecular aberrations permanent, despite therapy? The mouth provides an easy access to these guidelines.

For those who work with oral cancer molecular biology, studying and searching tumor markers, they are permanent questions. By naming a omics, proteomics is rethinking their experimental designs and seeking validation. It is highly likely that in the near future -following stringent criteria- will decrease the potential BMs and increase those with clinical opportunity. This is what many research groups and clinicians are expect to oral cancer.
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